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What we aimed for in 2005 

A new classroom block and toilets for Ang Ponareay School

Our shared approach and philosophy was to:
- Listen to, learn from and trust the Ang Ponareay

community
- Stand back, ensure their control and ownership, avoid 

dependency and ‘learned helplessness’
- Work through our appropriate and competent liaisons
- Only provide the ‘missing’ building  funding
- Seek more than $ accountability - also timeliness, 

communication, relationships
- Produce equity with other schools in the area (not better)



What we learnt in 2006

• That you CAN do it……given the right 
circumstances. Recognise an opportunity, do your 
homework, take the RISK and keep it simple

• Community development needs TRUST both ways
• Stand back to recognise local competence and 

initiative
• Critical role of liaisons and relationships
• Link both communities through appropriate 

communication and information
• Know when to stop 



Our reflections: 2010 ex post 
stakeholder evaluation

A new classroom block and toilets for Ang Ponareay School AND:

1. Many unintended outcomes - knowledge and skills, library 
built, pagoda involved, new Government built classrooms, 
community cohesion, NZ school learning, intercultural 
knowledge, mutual respect and understanding developed

2. Many benefits from using competent liaisons that linked 
both communities effectively

3. Our approach and project process worked well for all and 
ensured ownership, trust, reliability, self-help, equity

4. There is much potential for community-community 
development (including school – school liaisons)



Ang Ponareay Community 2010

“Our community decided to focus on the school 
first before the pagoda” (this is most unusual)

“We are now hopeful that our children will learn 
better and that they will have a better future”

“We have have a good relationship with NZ and 
have learnt from each other forever”

“Our building is remarkable for our community. 
We supported it, it is where it is from”



Cambodian Liaison (Soeun) 2010

“It was important that the community took 
responsibility for the building. We told the 
community that this building was theirs.”

“We cannot develop our country without 
education. We need our children to become 
thinkers, develop new life-skills, make better 
choices and to be critical thinkers.”

“There was no middle man, no administration 
costs, and no donation money (bribes)”



NZ Liaison (Jean) 2010
“ I hoped that it would provide an example to 

bring understanding of situations affecting 
Cambodians – touching it rather than looking 
at it and just throwing money at it, people 
realising that they could do things as 
individuals and as small groups – community 
to community”

“ The ownership is with Ang Ponareay. I don’t 
think that we own anything. Our dedication is 
to the children of Ang Ponareay”



NZ Fundraising Community 2010

“It provided authentic learning for our 
students. Being involved in a ‘live’ active 
programme with a tangible outcome 
promotes real learning” (Johnsonville School)

“From this end, it appeared to be solid, 
trustworthy, accountable and quick”

“ It was all about personal links – with other 
fundraisers, Jean and Soeun, with the 
Cambodian community”



Want to know more?

For further information about the project contact 
jeanjames@xtra.co.nz

For a copy of the 2010 Ang Ponareay evaluation contact 
jocelyn.brace@gmail.com
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